
Continuously variable speed control for low and constant
speeds even at high contact pressure.

For perfect surfaces even in tight spots: For finishing of blank surfaces, cleaning, rust removal, for the "finishing
touches" after varnishing.

Balanced special motor, powerful, quiet and long-lasting. Quiet planetary gear in die-cast aluminium housing and
continuously variable speed control (full-wave electronics) for low and constant speeds even during high contact pressure.
Main housing of glass-fibre reinforced POLYAMIDE with soft component. Securely stored in stylish case made of high-
grade polypropylene with original equipment for immediate use. Foam backing pad Ø 50 mm with hook and loop
fastening, polishing sponge (medium hard), lambswool polishing disc, polishing felt (medium hard), 12 sanding discs K
2000, two-stage SONAX polishing emulsion for refurbishing paintwork (2x 25ml), as well as a microfibre cloth.

The heart of our MICROMOT precision tools for 115V: the direct current (DC) special motor.

Technical data:
110 - 120 Volts, 50 Hz, 100 Watts (1/8 hp), 800 - 2,500 rpm. Length: 270 mm (10.6"). Weight: 720 grams (1.6 lbs).
Insulated to class 2.

NO 38 660

See us on YouTube!
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California Residents Prop 65 Information

WARNING:
This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Packed in storage case, including extensive original equipment for immediate use.

Video WP/E
NEW!
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Accessories for the angle polisher WP/E
Foam backing pad
With hook and loop fastening. For use with polishing sponge, lambswool polishing
disc, felt disc, sanding discs and sanding fleece. Ø 50mm.

NO 29 098 1 piece

Professional polishing sponges

For applying the polishing compound to painted and metal surfaces
with subsequent polishing. With hook and loop fastening. Ø 50 x
25mm (2" x 1").

NO 29 092 2 pieces soft (black)
NO 29 094 2 pieces medium (yellow)
NO 29 096 2 pieces hard (white)

Lambswool polishing disc
Of high quality, dense lambswool for polishing scratch-proof paints. With hook and loop fastening. Ø 50mm.

NO 28 664 2 pieces

Polishing felt, medium hard
For polishing metals (e.g. stainless steel, brass and copper). With hook and loop fastening. Ø 50mm.

NO 28 666 2 pieces

Professional set for finish grinding and polishing

Includes 80mm (3.15") extension and 30mm (1.2") backing pad (for hook and loop quick-fastening).
For repairs and work in tight places, e.g. on motorcycles, rims, car interior and engine compartment.
80mm (3.15") extension to reach deeplying problem areas. In addition to the extension and 30mm
(1.2") foam support plate, the scope of supply includes wave edged sanding discs each 12 pcs.
1,000 and 2,500 grit as well as conical polishing sponges each one hard, medium and soft.

NO 29 070

Super-fine sanding discs

Of silicon carbide. For adding finishing touches to paint or removing varnish runs and inclusions. With hook
and loop fastening. Ø 50mm (2").

NO 28 667 12 pieces grit 400
NO 28 668 12 pieces grit 1,000
NO 28 670 12 pieces grit 2,000
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